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Introduction

- Prior work mainly tackles robotic manipulation tasks in clean and controlled environments
- A robot is often required to tackle manipulation tasks in complicated and obstructed environments
- Motion planner and RL alone struggle to solve tasks in such environments

Motion Planner
- Finds a collision-free path
- Difficult to handle contact-rich manipulation due to inaccurate model
- Requires goal specification

RL
- Performs contact-rich manipulation well
- Inefficient exploration due to narrow passages
- Prone to collision and not safe

Motivation

- Combine the strengths of motion planning and RL

Action Space Visualization

(1) RL policy outputs an action in joint space (2) Our method intercepts a large action and handle it using a motion planner (3) If the action is small, the agent directly execute it for handling objects

Results

End-effector positions after the first 100k training environment steps in 2D Push

Code and Details

- Code and videos are available at https://clvrai.com/mopa-rl/
- Corresponding authors: Jun Yamada (jy_597@usc.edu) Youngwoon Lee (lee504@usc.edu)